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* PRESSURE MEASUREMENTSON THE SECICK-INDUCED DECO?WOSITION OF HIGH-DENSITY PETN

by

Jerry Wackerle and James O. Johnson

A8STRACT

Projectile impacts were used to generate planar slwcks in disk-
shaped 1.6- and 1.7-g/cm3 pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) pressings,
and pressure histories were observed at both sample faces with quartz
gauges. Input shock strengths ranged from 10 to 17 kbar, corresponding
to 3.6 to 6.2 mm and 1.5 to 2.5 psec for the shock to build up to deto-
nat ion. There was no significant buildup of the s~ck front for the
first 80% of its distance to detonation in 1.7-g/cm3 samples, or for
half of the run in 1.6-g/cm3 pressings. In the higher density PETN, a
pressure increase-- ascribed to decomposition--occurs first near the im-
pact. face, producing a “following wave” which overtakes the shock front,
corroborating observations made with the explosive wedge technique.
Combined data from three shots on nominal 1.7-g/cm3 PETN were treated
with a direct analysis of the flow equations and simulated with a one-
dimensional numerical hydrodynamic calculation. Both treatments gave
wave structures and decomposition fields resembl ing those occurring in
the shock initiation of homogeneous explosives, with complete reaction
occurring near the impact face before the onset of detonation at the
shock front.

.

1. INTRODUCTION

A realistic picture of the pressure waves pro-

duced in the buildup to detonation in soiid explo-

sives is of importance in treating practical shock

initiation probiems. The view that short run (< 10

nn) initiation of secondary heterogeneous explosives

is controlled by decomposition very near the shock

front has been supported by several studies using

plane shock waves and streak-camera observations of
i -4

wedge-shaped samples. However, a growing body of

evidence indicates that reaction occurring wel i be-

hind the shock front has some roie in the shock ini-

tiation of heterogeneous explosives. Some explosive

wedge experiments have displayed wave-front veloci-

ties substantially exceeding detonation velocity at

the onset of high-order detonation.
5.6

This “over-

shoot” phenomenon is characteristic of the shock

initiation of homogeneous explosives, where reaction

behind the front dcininates the buildup.7 Particle-

velocity measurements show that substantial decom-

position occurs in the interior of shocked TNT

pressings,8 and a similar behavior has been deduced

for pressed pentaerythritoi tetranitrate (PETN)

from observations with instrumented gap tests.
9

Two experiments
io,il

have demonstrated that deiayed

deccxnposition is produced weli behind the shock

front in plastic-bonded HMX, and one investigator

has recently conciuded that this process effects its

buildup to detonation.
i2

The 1.6- and i.7-g/cm3 pressed PETN used in

this investigation has previously been the subject
i3

of a shock initiation study with the explosive

wedge technique. Overshoot was observed i“n mst

shots on the higher density pressings, and an addi-

tional feature of the streak-camera records was in-

terpreted as manifesting a buildup dominated by a

“second wave’’–-a reaction-induced disturbance formed

behind the leading shock front--which overtakes the

front and causes detonation. “Neitner phemnnenon oc-

curred with the i.6-g/cm3 PETN, and it was concluded

that the buildup of this lower density expiosive was

nmre controlled by decomposition at the front.



This report presents results from a different

experimental method for Investigating the sbck lnl-

tiationof pressed PETN. The method uses projectile

impacts to generate plane waves in disk-shaped PETN

samples. Quartz gauges were used to mnitor the

pressures produced at the front, or Impact, face and

at the back surface of the pressings. This “front-

back” technique
14

has been used extensively to study

shock phenomena in Inerts, in an initiation study
11,12

similar to ours, and in an earlier study of the

shock properties of an explosive, but with stress

levels below those producing prompt reaction. 15 The

useful pressure limit of quartz gauges led us to re-

strict our study to the initial portion of the build-

up process. In all cases, input shock strengths

were chosen so that expected distance of run re-

quired to produce high-order detonation would ex-

ceed the sample thickness.

The experimental program was conducted as much

to acquire and demonstrate the front-back technique

on explosives as to obtain new information on

shock initiation of PETN. The program served

first purpose quite well, but had limitations

prevented a complete shock initiation study.

ations in sample densities, a narrow range of

the

the

that

Varl-

i nput

shock strengths, and the smal I number of shots in

the program kept the data from being definitive.

Despite the limited scope of the experiments, pres-

sure buildup from decomposition was observed, and

the conditions and nature of its onset were defined

to some extent. These observations are consistent

with the conclusion that, in high-density PETN,

reaction-induced pressure waves are generated well

behind the sbck front, and effect the relatively

prompt onset of detonation when they overtake the

shock front.

In Sec. II the experiments, their analyses,

and some error sources are discussed, and methods

are presented for calculating the shock parameters

from gauge measurements. In Sec. Ill, principal

results of the experiments are given and are com-

pared with those obtained from the wedge technique.

Estimates of the wave structures and reaction fields

generated in a typical experiment are developed in

Sec. IV, using two different methods of anaiysis.

In Sec. V, these

cific feature of

2

estimates are discussed and a

the observations is examined.

spe-

ll. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSES

A. Experimental Arrangement

The impact experiments were performed on a mod-

est gas gun having a I .3-m-long barrel and a 51-mm-

diam bore. The 9-liter breech volume was charged

with helium at pressures up to 130 atm and the bar-

rel and target chamber were evacuated to less than

0.01 torr. Projectiles were fired by the parting of

break pins when sufficient breech pressure was at-

ta i ned. With the 136-g projectiles used, impact ve-

locities up to 0.45 mm/vsec were obtained. The ex-

perimental arrangement used Is displayed In Fig. 1.

Signals from a circular array of SIX electrical

pin contractors were recorded on a raster oscillo-

scope to provide an impact velocity determination.

8oth the impacting projectile gauge and the target

gauge were of the guard-ring type,
16

with 9.4-mm-

diam electrodes. The projectile- and target-gauge

elsrnents were, respectively, 7.3 and 4.8 mm thick,

yielding 1.23- and 0.84-Usec recording times. Each

gauge was connected through 50-ohm impedance coaxial

cable to two oscilloscope channels, and 50-ohm ter-

minating resistors were used at one or both ends of

the cables. The oscilloscopes were triggered by a

signal from a pin contactor and, in mcst shots,

another pin was used to record a common fiducial

signal on all four scope channels, establishing the

relative times of the impact-face and back-face

measurements.
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Fig. 1. Cutaway view of arrangement
impact experiments.
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B. Explosive Samples

The 33-mm-diam samples were pressed from PETN

prepared with the same processing as the explosive
13

used In our wedge-shot study and in an earlier in-

vestigation of 1.0-g/cm3 PETN.2 Commercial-grade

PETN was dissolved In acetone and precipitated with

water, yielding very pure, elongated prismatic crys-

tals with lengths ranging from 0,13 to 0.16 mm; air

permeameter measurements gave a specific surface of

about 3000 cm2/g for the material. Sample disks

were prepared in nominal 1.2-, 1.9-, and 4-nun thick-

nesses with nominal 1.6- and 1.7-g/cm3 densities.

The control of the pressing density was not partic-

ularly good, and a variation of 0.03 g/cm3 occurred

anmng higher density samples, with the thicker

pressings having the lower density. Samples with

faces machined flat and parallel were used in the

majority of shots reported here; the thickness of

the remaining pressings varied as much as 0.05 mm

across a diameter.

c. Projectile Velocity and Gauge Pressure Analyses

Projectile velocities were determined by least-

squares fitting of a linear distance-time relation

to the velocity-pin data. A measure of their accu-

racies was provided by the standard deviations ob-

tained In the least-squares calculation, and was

usually less than 1% of the calculated velocities.

The deviations of the individual pin signal times

from the corresponding calculated times gave an esti-

mate of the overall tilt of the projectile relative

to the reference surface of the target assembly.

Figure 2 shows a typical set of oscilloscope

records for the experiment. These records were read

on a digitized comparator and a code for a CDC 6600

computer was used for reducing the quartz-gauge data.

Voltages and times were determined by a calibration

technique that involved recording a voltage-time

grid for each oscilloscope beam and least-squares

fitting of the voltage and times to a polynomial in

both film coordinates. Pressures at the gauge-

sample interfaces were computed using relations es-

tablished at Sandia Laboratories
16,17

for both the

Hugoniot of x-cut quartz* and the coefficient

A

B
Fig. 2. Typical calibration grid (above) and oscil-

loscope traces of quartz-gauge records in
front-back experiments. Records shown were
obtained on a Tektronix Model 556 dual-
beam oscilloscope. The calibration grid is
for the upper trace of the pair below, with
0.5-Wsec time marks and approximately 14 V
between traces. The lower of the pair of
gauge records is from the impact face, and
was taken with the same sweep speed and
voltage sensitivity as the target gauge
measurement. Useful data from each gauge
end at about the center of the record. The
common time fiducial signal is evident at
the left side of each trace. The data
shown were for Shot 7-7, which is displayed
in reduced form in Fig. 4.

*The Hugoniot for the elastic compression of x-cut quartz was represented by relations for the shock veloci-
ty, LJq, as function of particle velocity, uq, as Uq = constant = 5.721 I mmfpsec for stresses below 21.5
kbar, and at higher pressures Uq = 5.57 + 1.08 Uq mm/Psec which, except for a lower changeover stress, is
the same as reported in Ref. 16.
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relating stress to gauge current.* A first-order

correction for finite strain of the gauge elements

was Included in the analysis. For our data, this

correction typically reduced pressures about 3%

near the end of the gauge recording time. Typ i ca [

results from the data reduction are displayed in

Figs. 3 and 4.
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Fig. 3. Typical pressure profiles frm front-back
experiment on a thick PETN sample. Various
parameters determined from the reduced
gauge records are indicated. The profiles
are for Shot 7-9, which had a 3.95-mm.
1.69-g/cm3 sample.

*The coefficient k relates the
Interface, U, to the current,
by:

stress at the gauge
represented by V/R,

where A and L are, respectively, the signal elec-
trode area and the thickness of the gauge. The
dependence of k on stress:

k = (2.01 x 10-8) + (1.1 + 10-10) u (C-cm-2-kbar-1)

is reported in Ref. 17.
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Fig. 4. Typical pressure profiles frcin a front-
back experiment on a thin sample. The re-
duction displayed is for the oscilloscope
traces shown in Fig. 2. Some smmothing of
the data is evident, and was accomplished
primarily in the film reading. The Shot
7-7 shown was with a 1.22-mm, 1.70-g/cm3
PETN pressing.

o. Measurement Inaccuracies and Anomalies

Projectile tilts determined frcm velocity-pin

data were generally about 10-3 rad. The risetimes

on the quartz-gauge traces generally were about 0.1

psec, which (with the gauge dimensions and projec-

tile velocities used) corresponded to tilts of a-

round 4 x 10-3 rad. The pin data analysis gave the

tilt of the target-plate face relative to the pro-

jectile rim, and It was possible for the gauge ele-

ments to be tilted relative to these reference sur-

faces (see Fig. l). The aplanarity of someof the

samples could aiso contribute to risetimes. Pre-

shot measurements seldom revealed misalignments of

the assemblies that could give the tilts indicated

by the gauge records, but such misalignments--per-

haps aggravated during the projectile travel down

the barrei -- are stiil considered a more likely cause

of the slow risetimes than is a hypothetical anoma-

lous compression property of pressed PETN.

Poor geometrical design, allowing trailing or

side rarefactions to encroach into critical sample

areas during the pressure measurement period, and a

variety of effects that can occur in the use of

.

.

.
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quartz gauges are frequent sources of spurious re-

sults in front-back experiments. Care in choosing

the dimensions of our gauges and samples eliminated

misinterpretations from the first cause. However,

some error sources remain in the quartz-gauge deter-

minations: effects of electric field distortion, ef-

fects of stress levels exceeding those for an elas-

tic dynamic response in the quartz, and the effect

of electric conduction in the crystal .

Even at very low stress levels, precise pres-

sure determinations with quartz gauges require that

the electric field lines encompassed by the measur-

ing electrode be exactly parallel to the axis of the

disk-shaped element. When the gauge is surrounded

by a grounded, conducting cyl inder, as in our con-

figurations, some degree of deviation from the par-

al Iel condition will occur, and the response of the

gauge will have some degree of error. The resulting

signal distortion yields apparent pressures that are

below the actual values initially, and that are

higher by a similar amount near the end of the gauge

recording tire. As has been described by Reed, i8

gauges with electrode diameters a sizable fraction

of that of the grounded shields can yield pressures

that are incorrect by as much as a factor of two.

For our gauge configurations, this problem is far

less serious. Electrostatic analysis
19

and quartz-

quartz impact experiments at appropriate shock

strengths (I7 kbar for the projectile gauge and 25

kbar for the target) have derrnnstrated that an error

of less than 3% is introduced by electric field dis-

tortion with our gauge configurations. No correc-

tion is made for this effect in our analyses.

A well-defined piezoelectric response of quar

gauges requires that the element be compressed

“elastical Iy,” with the proper anisotmpic stress

configuration. This condition can be sustained on

at limited shock strenqths. Shock compression

z

Y

studleshaveshown20 -that shock waves up to 80 kbar

will induce this elastic stress configuration in x-

cut quartz initially, but at these pressures a sub-

sequent stress relaxation to a more isotropic, lower

pressure state occurs on a tenth-microsecond time

scale. This relaxation in the gauge element does

not seriously affect the initial rise in its signal

If the stress loading is sufficiently abrupt; how-

ever, the later portion of the waveforms may be dis-

torted to indicate lower-than-actual pressures.

Graham and Ingram
21

detected this effect at stresses

above 25 kbar and substantial distortions were pro-

duced at pressures above 40 kbar. In our experi-

ments, stress relaxation probably does not introduce

any inaccuracy in the initial shock pressures deter-

mined with the gauges, but may well have produced

aPParent Pressures a few percent below the actual

values in later portions of most of the target-gauge

observations, and of such projecti Ie-gauge measure-

ments as are shown in Fig. 4.

Possible dielectric breakdown and conduction

within quartz gauges provide the nmst serious prob-

lems, as these phenomena occur quite erratically and

may lead to gross misinterpretations when they do.

One instance of an effect of finite conductivity in

the gauge element is the so-called “short pulse a-

nomaly,” in which a signal from a pressure pulse of

duration less than the gauge transit time is fol-

lowed by a completely spurious signal indicating a

pressure excursion. The final pressure excursion in

the target-gauge record of Fig. 3 could be a result
22 .

of such behavior. Graham and Ingram Investigated

this aromaly, and established that its onset corre-

lates with a reverse electric field exceeding 2.8 x

105 V/cm in the portion of the gauge behind the

pulse. Analysis reveals that this criterion was not

met in our shots. However, it should be noted that

Graham and Ingram’s conditions for the anomaly are

establ ished only for very ideal input pressure

pulses and for substantially lower stress levels

than occur in our experiments.

In impact experiments not otherwise discussed

here, we obtained target-gauge signals with a

“hump” similar in shape and amplitude to that shown

in Fig. 3, and it was known that the shock in the

PETN had built up to detonation before reaching the

gauge. Because of such observations, and recogniz-

ing the uncertainty in quartz-gauge response to

complex stress inputs above 40 kbar, we are not

certain whether such observations accurately depict

the pressure history. .

E. Measurements of Shock Parameters

Some shock parameters directly measured in the

experiments are indicated in Figs. 3 and 4 and

listed later in Table Ill. The peak of the first

rise of the projectile-gauge profile, PI, is the

initial shock pressure in the explosive sample.

Typically, the impact-face profiles display



slightly decreasing pressure for about 0.3 to 0.5

psec, and then show varying degrees of pressure in-

crease. Some measure of this behavior was obtained

by evaluating the pressures, PO*6 and PI*l, at 0.6

and 1.1 ~sec after Impact.* The pressure at the

first “knee” in the target-gauge profiles, P2, IS

the reflected-shock pressure associated with the

shock front incident on the gauge. The transit

time, tl, through the sample was obta[ned by com-

paring the start of the two gauge records (using a

co-n fiducial signal), and, using the known sample

thickness, d, an average shock velocity, ~1, through

the pressing was calculated. With thinner samples,

the shock reflected from the target gauge reached

the projectile gauge while it was still recording;

this arrival was manifested by a pressure step,

shown at a time t2 in Fig. 4. With the l.2-mJn ex-

plosive thickness, the wave interaction at the pro-

jectile gauge produced a second reflected shock

which reached the target gauge about 0.5 psec after

it began recording. The pressure jump associated

with this reverberation was only abut 3 kbar, and

it reached the back face during a period when the

signal was rapidly increasing for other reasons.

This second reverberation was neither discernible

on the gauge records nor considered in the analyses

and interpretations.

The shock pressures, the projectile velocity,

V, the sample initial density, PO, the known

Hugoniot for x-cut quartz, and the shock conserva-

tion relations are sufficient to complete the de-

termination of the initial- and reflected-shock pa-

rameters. As indicated In Fig. 5, the Initial par-

ticle velocity, Ul, in the sample is established by

the initial pressure on the Hugonlot for the quartz

projectile face (and the condition that pressure

and particle velocity are continuous across a con-

tact surface). The initial shock velocity, Ul, and

shocked density, PI, follow from the conservation

relations:

*For the purpose of these evaluations and the trans-
it time measurements, time of impact was defined as
the first detectable rise of the projectile-gauge
signai. With the finite risetimes caused by tilt,
the midpoints of Initial rising portions of the
traces, representing the impact time at the centers
of the gauges, could have been a better choice for
this determination in principle, but in practice
was usually mre dlfflcult to define.
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Typical Impedance-match solution for calcu-”
Iated and observed shock states in front-
back experiments. The PETN Hugoniots are
those developed frcm wedge-shot data and
the Mie-Grtineisen equation of state, as
described in the text, and the intersec-
tions and slopes indicated with italicized
notation are the calculated expected values
of the shock parameters. The quantities PI
and P2 are the initial pressure determina-
tions with, respectively, the projectile
and target gauges; constructions similar to
those shown would yield the “observed”
first and reflected shock velocities. The
solutions are for Shot 7-7, also the sub-
jectof Figs. 2 and 4. The signlficanceof
the parameters subscripted r, b, and ~ is
discussed in Sec. IV.

PI = P. U1 U1

PI U1

—=- .
Po

Similar considerations give the parameters behind

the reflected wave.

Values of P1 and P2 were obtained by examining

the graphical outputof the analysis code and scal-

ing off the desired parameter--a procedure that in-

volves some judgment. Addltionai error sources,

such as f ield fringing, the measurements of gauge

dimensions and terminating resistors, and

.
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comparisons of dual observations of the same signals

contribute to a total estimate of akout *5% error in

the pressure measurements. The projectile-velocity

and sample-density determinations were relatively

accurate, so the values obtained for ul and U1 also

have about +5% error. The transit-time measurements

have estimated errors of fO.05 Bsec, which results

in errors approaching 10% for determinations of ~1

for thinner samples.

F. Calculation of Shock and Initiation Parameters

Predicted by Wedge Experiments

To interpret our observations with front-back

experiments, it is desirable to know at what stage

in the bui Idup process the pressure measurements

were obtained. The wedge-experiment data are avail-

able for this purpose but, as noted in Ref. 13,

measurements of the input shock strengths in that

program were somewhat Inaccurate, producing both

i I l-determined Hugoniots for the explosives, and

uncertainties In the correlations of the times and

distances of buildup to detonation to the initial

shock pressure. These uncertainties are heightened

by the fact that front-back experiments were con-

ducted at lower input shock strengths than most of

the wedge shots, so that the estimates presented

below generally represent sane extrapolation of the

earlier data.

For the sake of consistency, the input shock

strengths for the computations of expected times

and distances to detonation were developed from the

wedge-shot data. More recent Hugoniot data for

1.75-g/cm3 PETN led us to reformulate the Hugoniot

for 1.72-g/cm3 PETN. A linear relation between the

shock and particle velocity was used, with the shock

velocity constrained to equal the bulk sound speed

at zero particle velocity.* Least-squares analysis

of this U-u relation gave:

U=2.326+2.342U (nwn/psec

which yields

P=40.00u+40.28u2 (kbar)

*The bulk sound speed used, 2.326 mm/Psec, was de-
termined from longitudinal and shear sound speed
measurements of, respectively, 2.933 and 1.547
mm/psec, recently obtained for 1.72 g/cm3 PETN by
C. E. Norris of Group M-6. The unconstrained
Hugoniot representation reported in Ref. 13 was
U=l.83+3.45U.

;

For PETN with initial densities other than

1.72 g/cm3, I-lugoniots were calculated using the

above representation as a reference curve and the

Mie-Grtineisen equation of state, with the product of

the Griinelsen ratio, r, and density assumed”

constant :23

()L-=Q= g .3-
pr

P Pot3 C2

(cm3/g),

where E is the specific Internal energy. A value of

Q of 0.50 cm3/g was detemined from the indicated

combination of the bulk sound speed, c, specific

heat, CP,
24 25

and thermal expansion, 13.

PETN Hugoniots were constructed in the pres-
.

sure-particle velocity plane and the expected val-

ues of Pl, u1, and U1 determined by impedance-match

solution with the quartz Hugoniot centered at the

projectile velocity (see Fig. 5). The equation-of-

state assumptions described were also used to con-

struct reflected-shock Hugoniots for PETN. These

Hugonlots were then used to obtain expected

initial pressures at the target gauge, P2, assuming

that no buildup of the incident wave had occurred.

The additional assumption
26

of constant specific

heat at constant volume, equal to 1.003 J/g-”K,24

was imposed to calculate the increase in sample

“bulk temperature” (that is, considering the ex-

plosive as a homogeneous fluid). For these calcu-

lations the initial temperature was taken to be

300”K in all instances.

As in Ref. 13, the linear log-log formof

Ramsey and Popolato
27

was employed for the bui Idup

relations between P1, the distance, D, and the

time, 1’, to detonation. New computations of the

buildup relations gave the results listed in Table

1. With the rationale that better fitting of the

data would be obtained by minimizing the variance

of the less accurately measured parameter, the

least-squares analyses of the relations involving

pressures were actually performed on the inverted

forms of the equations shown in Table 1, with PI

used as the dependent variable. This change from

former practice, and the discovery of some errors

in the previous determination of D (see Fig. 6)

account for the difference in the coefficients

listed here and in Ref. 13.

7



TABLE I

RELATION BETWEEN BUILDUP PARAMETERS
FOR 1.6- AND 1.72-g/cm3 PETN

The coefficients listed were determined by nonlinear
least-squares fitting of the data of Ref. 13, and
have dimensions appropriate for D In mm, ‘Z’ in psec,
and PI in kbar.

Initial
Density
(g/cm3) Formulation A B

D=A@ 2.585 0.890

1.6 D =APiB 567.1 1.985

T =APiB 390.3 2.196

D=A@ 3.209 0.850

1.72 -BD =Apl 593.2 1.678

T + APiB 487.2 1.989

To provide estimates of the times and distances

to detonation for explosive samples of densities

different from 1.6 and 1.72 g/cm3,

linear relation to initial density

both coefficients, that is:

A=AO+AIPO

B=BO+BIPo .

an arbitrary

was assumed for

The information in Table I and simple algebraic so-

lutions provided the values of the coefficients

listed In Table Il. A feeling for the initial-

density “correction” can be found in Fig. 6, where

the cross-hatched curve depicts the variation of the

calculated times and distancqs to detonation with

initial densi’fy for a constant, 15 kbar, input shock

strength. As earlier work has demonstrated,’ the

effect of sample density is quite substantial. For

instance, in the higher density region of the case

illustrated, a 2% reduction in P. shortens the dis-

tance to detonation as much as a 17$ increase in

input shock pressure. Such striking examples dem-

onstrate the need for some correction for initial

density or, preferably, more uniformity of samples.

All of the estimates of predicted shock and

buildup parameters were based on new analytic rep-

resentations of the wedge-shot data. Computations

of the expected parameters were also made using the

6

:5
I

I r I I l“ I I l“ ‘ ‘ I

4

n , I 1 I I I t I , I I 1,, 1 , II o , J
o 0.5 i.o 1.5 2.0

TIME TO DETONATION––~sec

Fig. 6. Buildup data from explosive wedge experi-
ments. Wedge-shot determinations of times
and distances to detonation for I .6 and
1.72 g/cm3 are fitted with curves with the
analytic forms and coefficients listed in
Table 1. The crossed-circle symbols denote
points with ordinates corrected from those
listed in Ref. /3, and the numerical iabels
along the curves show the input shock pres-
sures (in ki lobars) yielding the indicated
times and distances to detonation. The
cross-hatched curve represents the values
of D and T expected with a 15-kbar input
shock and intermediate densities. the cross

$hatches are located at O.01-g/cm density
increments. The solid symbols represent
the expected distances and times to deto-
nation calculated for the front-back
experiments.

TABLE Ii

~NSTANTS FOR lNTERFOLATION OF BUILDUP
CXIEFFICIENTS WITH DENSITY

Values are for parameter dimensions as described in
Table 1.

Formulation Coefficient Ao or B. Al or B1

D = AP;B
A 219.1 217.5

B 6.083 -2.561

-B A -900.9 807.0
T = API

B 4.969 -1. 7s3

8
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U-u and D-P relations given in Ref. 13. With the

previous representations, the estimated first-shock

strengths were generally 2 to 3% less than, the re-

flected-shock pressures 4 to 5% greater than, and

distances and times to detonation 10 to 15% larger

than those listed in Table Ill. Such differences

reflect the magnitude of uncertainty arising from

the wedge experiments, but, fortunately, in no way

alter the principal interpretations and conclusions

of the following sections.

Ill.

A.

back

shot

PRINCIPAL OBSERVATIONS

Comparisons of Observed and Predicted Shock

Parameters

The shock parameters determined in the front-

experiments and those calculated from wedge-

data are listed in Table Ill. The principal

comparisons available in the tabulation are of the

initial shock pressures, PI and PI, the reflected-

shock pressure, P2 and P2, the three different de-

terminations of first-shock velocity, 1-11, ~1, and

(/1, and, for shots with thinner samples, the rever-

beration times, t2 and ti2.

Only about half of the experimental and calcu-

lated first-shock pressures for nominal 1.7-g/cm3

PETN agree within the 5% measurement error, and a

definite bias of the quartz-gauge measurements

yielding lower pressures is discernible. With one

exception, the agreement for 1.6-g/cm3 samples is

wel I within experimental error, and the slight bias

1s to higher, rather than lower, measurements. The

substantially larger disagreements between PI and

P1 (and the unreasonable values of Ul) in Shots

7-10 and 6-3 strongly suggest that some gross ex-

perimental error was made in the quartz-gauge mea-

surements, such as inaccurate determinations of

terminating resistors, calibration voltages, etc.

Otherwise, the differences are more likely due to

poor choice of equation-of-state representations

for the mmputed shock pressures than to some con-

sistent error in the gauge measurements.

As will be discussed, some experiments (7-3,

7-9, 6-1, 6-2, 6-4) with sample thicknesses a siz-

able fraction of the distance to detonation (that

is, R = d/D approaching unity) should not be in-

cluded in comparing the observed and calculated re-

flected-shock pressures. The majority of the re-

maining comparisons of P2 and P2 agree within

estimated experimental error, with the calculated

values generally being slightly larger. This is

again bel ieved due to the choice of equation-of-

state representation. Note, however, that use of

the Hugoniot relation of Ref. 13 for the reference

locus in the calculation, while Improving the agree-

ment of the first-shock pressures, would worsen

that for the reflected-shock determinations.

Except for Shots 7-10 and 6-3, the average

first-shock velocities, ~1, generally agree with

the values of Ul derived for the impact-face pres-

sure measurement within experimental error. The

size of the error and scatter permitsno significant

conclusions from this comparison. In particular,

there is M consistent tendency to find al > Ul,

which would indicate acceleration of the wave during

run; if anything, the opposite IS true. While agree-

ing within experimental error, the calculated values,

(JI, tend to be somewhat larger than the correspond-

ing observations, as would be expected from simi Iar

comparisons of the first-shock pressures.

The reverberation times for thinner samples

(Shots 7-4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9, and 6-3 and -5)

agreed within experimental error, and gave no infor-

mation other than to confirm that the reflected

waves were properly identified.

Overall, the agreement between parameters de-

termined by the front-back technique and wedge-shot

experiments is quite adequate, so that the quartz-

gauge observations can be sensibly discussed in

terms of the expected times and distances to

detonat ion.

B. Impact-Face Pressures in 1.7-g/cm3 PETN

Figures 7 and 8 display a collection of projec-

tile- and target-gauge pressure profiles for nominal

1.7-g/cm3 PETN that illustrate most of the qualita-

tive conclusions of this report. Figure 7 is a

comparison of profiles obtained with thick samples

over a rather narrow range of input shock strengths.

Figure 8 shows profiles obtained with different

thicknesses of PETN shocked to approximately the

same initial pressure.

In both figures and in nearly all the observa-

tions of this study, the projectile-gauge records

displayed a relaxation in pressure following the

initial rise to P1. The pressure decrease was typi-

cally about a kilobar and occurred in 0.2 to 0.5

psec. Generally, by 0.6 Bsec after impact the

9
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I CURVES I SHOT d t? 1

. 1–!
-------7- I j4.4510.71

7-2 14.45 { 0.76

.

.

El&tad

Fig. 7.

TIME AFTER IMPACT -– psec

Comparison of pressure profiles from thick
samples with varied input shock strength.
The observed Input shock strengths on
Shots 7-2, -3, and -9 were, respectively,
14.6, 15.6, and 15.8 kbar. (The projec-
tile-gauge record on Shot 7-1 was lost,
but, based on projectile velocity, an ini-
tial pressure about 0.5 kbar less than
Shot 7-2 must have been generated.) The
cross-hatch marks on the target-gauge pro-
files indicate the expected reflected-shock
pressure, P2, calculated with the assump-
tion of no buildup.

projectile gauge is still registering a pressure

less than the initial value (see Table Ill).

Typically, the impact face pressures for 1.7-

g/cm3 PETN begin to display some degree of Increase

between 0.4 and 0.6 Usec after impact. As shown in

Fig. 7, the extent of the pressure excursion (during

the gauge recording time) is quite sensitive to the

input shock strength, varying almost an order of

magnitude with a 10% change in impact velocity.

Figure 8 shows that similar projectile-gauge pres-

sure excursions are produced in experiments with

about the same shock inputs.* Except where identi-

fied as resulting from reflected shocks, the pres-

sure Increases at the impact face are concluded to

be caused by reaction induced in the explosive.

*For samples with different initial densities, the
IISamII shock input is probably best defined as
!Ithat shock strength giving the same distance ‘0

detonation.”

50 -

40 -

30 -
—

20 -

10

TARGET GAUGE—1

o
0 0.5 i.o 1.5

TIME AFTER IMPACT -- @LIC

Fig. 8. Comparison of pressure profiles from var-
ious thickness samples and the same nominal
input shock strength. Sample thicknesses
In Shots 7-7, -8, and -9 were, respective-
ly, 1.22, 1.91, and 3.95 mm.

c. Back-Face Pressure Profiles for 1.7-g/cm3 PETN

Figures 7 and 8 show two distinct forms of

target-gauge pressures characteristic of those ob-

ta i ned. The type observed has a definite correla-

tion to the ratio of the sample thickness to the

expected distance to detonation (the parameter R).

In all experiments with R C 0.8, profiles such

as shown for Shot 7-1 were obtained. Examination of

the figures and Table (II reveals that the observed

initial reflected-shock pressures, P2, in these

cases were about the same as the values of P2 calcu-

lated on the assumption of no buildup. Fran this

we conclude that no significant buildup (within ex-

perimental error) of the incident shock front oc-

curred in the first 80% of run to detonation. It

is also evident in Figs. 7 and 8 that the rate of

the pressure excursions--again identified with de-

composition of the exploslve--fol lowing these wave

arrivals tends to increase with increasing R.

For the two experiments with R > 0.8 (7-3 and

7-9, both shown in Fig. 7), the observed P2 is sig-

nificantly larger than P2, corresponding to some

buildup of the shock front. It is not determined



whether the onset of relatively fast and complete

reaction of the explosive results In some real fluid-

dynamlc behavior being responsible for the pressure

minimum and subsequent rise observed in the profiles,

or whether the signal is just some fairly reproduc-

ible mode of gauge failure induced by very high

pressures.

D. Effect of Reflected Waves

Some consideration was given to the possibility

that the reaction producing the pressure excursions

observed at the target gauges was due to the higher

pressures produced In the samples by the wave re-

flected from the quartz element, and thus was rxxt

representative of the pressure histories that would

occur if a single shock were to continue to propa-

gate. TO examine this question, a pair of experi-

ments, 7-10 and 7-II, were performed with 0.82-mm

Lucite “buffer” layers between the PETN and the tar-

get gauge. The buffer was thin enough that a shock

reflected from the gauge element could interact with

the PETN during the time of the measurement, but

thick enough to insure that the interaction did not

affect the first 0.45 usec of the gauge signal. The

buffer material has a slightly “softer” Hugoniot

than 1.7-g/cm3 PETN, so the passage of the shock

across the explosive-Lucite interface generated a

rarefaction that was propagated back toward the pro-

jectile gauge.

A comparison of target-gauge profiles frcm ex-

periments with and without buffer layers is given

in Fig. 9. With the Lucite layer, the back-face

pressure increase occurs before any reflected shock

reaches the explosive, and continues to increase

smoothly, in a fashion quite similar to that of the

comparable shot without the buffer. The same be-

havior was seen in Shot 7-II. These shots demon-

strate that the reaction induced by the reflected

waves is not primarily responsible for the form of

the target-gauge pressure profiles, but there is

still the possibility that the reflected shock does

Increase the decomposition rat_e to some small

degree.

The projectile-gauge profiles in Fig. 9 are al-

so of interest. The profile for Shot 7-7 is typical

of the experiments on thinner samples, where the ar-

rival on the reflected shock Is observed,* and

‘Note, however, that this second reflected-shock
pressure Is not greater than the initial target-
gauge pressure, P2, as would be expected in an
Inert.

w

%
(/3
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a
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40
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20

10

0
0 0.5 I.0 1.5

TIME AFTER lMPACT--@I3C

Fig. 9. Comparisons of pressure profiles from shots
with and without a Lucite buffer, and with
a free surface at the back interface. The
arrow Indicates the shock arrival time at
the free surface in Shot 7-12, as measured
with a ferroelectric pin.

appears to be superimposed on the pressure excursion

characteristic of the profile for thicker samples.

Similarly, the rarefaction wave in Shot 7-10 arrives

at the proper time and causes a pressure dip, but

does not suppress a subsequent pressure excursion.

Most inforfmtive 1s the similar profile obtained In

Skt 7-12, where the back sample Interface was with

a vacuum. In an inert with shock properties like

PETN, the arrival of the rarefaction wave would be

expected to cause cavitation at the projectile gauge-

sample interface, and a zero gauge signal, but again

the pressure excursion appears. These observations

strongly suggest that the reaction providing the

impact-face pressure excursions is induced by the

initial shock and that the subsequent course of the

decomposition is affected relatively little by the

pressure in the explosive.

E. Observations on 1.6-g/cm3 PETN

Only five successful experiments were performed

on PETN pressings of nominal 1.6-g/cm3 density, and

these were not ideally chosen for input shock

strength and sample thickness.

The description of the results of these shots

is limited to the examination of a pair of typical

observations (Fig. 10) and some comparisons of the

.

.
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t“’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’ ””g F. Comparison of Observations in Front-Back and

.

.

.

Wedge-Shot Experiments

: ;-)J

In addition to the Hugoniot data and buildup

parameters used earlier, the explosive wedge experi-

ments on high-density PETN13 have other features

&
n

that are quite consistent with the observations in
x 50 -
I ‘i

this work. In the wedge shots on 1.72-g/cm3 PETN,

; 40 - ~ bfj no acceleration of the shock front was seen over

n i nearly the entire run to detonation. Thus, the
UJ

i
quartz-gauge observation that the shock-front pres-

E sures in 1.7-g/cm3 PETN have no significant increase

20 - ; f, for 80% of the estimated run to detonation should

i come as no great surprise. Similarly, the wedge

studies on 1.6-g/cm 3 pETN did display discernible

~
—TARGET GAUGE— shock-front acceleration during the last half of the

3
0 I I I ,

0
A

0.5 Lo
run to detonation, consistent with the observations

1.5 2.0 2,5
in this work that pressure buildup at the front be-

TIME AFTER IMPACT –- @?.c
gins at some lower value of R in the 1.6-g/cm3

Fig. 10. Pressure profiles obtained with nominal pressings.
1.6-g/cm3 pressings. Initial shock pres- The idea of a
sures in both shots were about 10 kbar,

“second-wave phenomenon” in I .72-

corresponding to about S.I-mm distance to g/cm3 PETN arose from the observation of a disturbed
detonation. The pressure rise on the pro-
jectile-gauge record for Shot 6-3 is a re-

region on the face of the wedges behind the shock

fleeted shock, and not induced by front (see Fig. 2 in Ref. 13). This feature was
decomposition. identified as an increase of the velocity of the

wedge!s free surface. Typically it became visible

observations with those for the higher density PETN.

As can be seen in Table Ill, the shots on the lower

density samples were done mostly with input shock

pressures about two-thirds those used with the 1.7-

g/cm3, but yielded vary comparable distances to det-

onation. Projectile-gauge records for the 1.6-g/cm3

explosive generally displayed an initial relaxation

in pressure of about the same magnitude as for the

higher density pressings, but requiring about twice

the time. In the three experiments with samples

thick enough to have impact-face records uninflu-

enced by reflected waves, no significant pressure

excursions were observed.

The target-gauge profiles for the lower density

explosive were essentially of the same two types as

observed for the 1.7-g/cm3 pressings, and had a sim-

ilar correlation to the parameter R. Examination of

Table Ill reveals that the onset of significant in-

crease in shock-front pressure must begin at a

smaller fraction of the run to detonation; the se-

lection of experiments did little to establish a

about a half-roil Iimeter into the wedge and about a

half-microsecond after the shock had entered, and

it appeared to advance toward the leading shock

front. The disturbed region was of some width,

mre or less bounded by lines that corresponded to

the trajectories of waves propagating at about 6

and 9 mn/Usec. Invariably, the abrupt acceleration

of the front to detonation velocity--about 8 nun/lIsec

--occurred when the converging fan of disturbed

area “overtook” the leading shock. We concluded

that the disturbance began in the interior of the

sample with decomposition which generated a pressure

wave that overtook the front and effected detonation.

The same conclusion can be developed from the

front-back experiments. When one kmws the initial

sample thickness, the gauge pressure as a function

of time, and when the appropriate quartz Hugoniot

is used to determine the interface velocity,* the

position of each sample-gauge interface can be cal-

culated as a function of time. Thus the interface

position-time coordinates which correspond to a

critical value of R, determining only that it is
*This method wil I be described in more detail in

greater than 0.33 and less than 0.76. the following section.

/3



given pressure can be determined, and data can be

combined for shots with different sample thicknesses.

This was done for Shots 7-7, -8, and -9 (see Fig.

8), for target-gauge pressures of 1.0, 1.25, 1.5,

and 2.0 times the nominal initial reflected-shock

strength of an incident wave without buildup. Pres-

sure information from the impact face was included

by determining points from the projectile-gauge data

with the same ratios applied to the nominal initial

shock strength of 15 kbar.

The constant-pressure loci resulting from the

calculation are plotted in Fig. 11, where the curve

for a unity pressure ratio essentially represents

the progress of the leading shock front. The dis-

tance-time domain of the pressure disturbance in the

front-back experiments is totally similar to the

field of the free-surface-velocity disturbance in a

typical wedge experiment. The converging set of

I 1 I $
I

I 1 1 I
I

1 , 1 1
I

1 1 1 1
1

0 0.5 1.0 1.5

TIME AFTER lMl%3CT---psec

Fig. Il. PositIon and times of constant pressure
ratios observad in Shots 7-7, -8, and -9.
The open symbols represent’ determinations
from the target-gauge measurements, the
Xfs are projectile-gauge data, and the
solid symbols show the expected times and
distances to detonation for the three ex-
periments. The solid symbols have been
plottad with an 0.14-usec time adjustment
for gauge signal rlsetime. The dashed
line is for reference, and has a slope of
8 mm/ysec, corresponding to detonation
velocity.

constant-pressure contours corresponds to a compres-

slva wave that grows steeper with run. It is only

when this wave overtakes the leading shock front

that the relatively abrupt onset of detonation

occurs. The quartz-gauge measurements thus corrobo-

rate the existence and role of the “second wave” de-

ducad from the wedge-shot observations. We argue

that this wave originates from decomposition in the

interior of the shocked explosive because no other

means of generating l’t was present in the

experiment.

Iv. ESTIMATES OF WAVE STRUCTURES AND DEC4NFOSITION

Like mst techniques for studying shock initia-

tion, front-back experiments provide information on

the reacting expiosive only at its interface with

an inert, and do not provide direCt measures of the

pressures and decomposition in the interior of the

samp I e. Any development of pressure-distance and

decomposition-distance profiles requires some as-

sumptions and considerable calculation. One method

used for such development is to mdel some reaction-

rate !Ilawl! into a one-dimensional numericai hydro-

dynamic treatment of the experiment, and to vary

parameters until the calculated behavior at the in-

terface simulates the observations. Such computa-

tions may provide some argument for the reaiity of

both the assumed rate law and the calculated pres-

sure and reaction fields. Jacobson and Fickett

have performed such a calculation
28

for the data of

Shots 7-7, -8, and -9, with gcod results. These

calculations will be discussed later, following a

mre detailed description of’our development of de-

composition estimates from the same data, using a

nmra direct method.

A. The Direct Analysis Method

Given the temporal behavior of the pressure

(or velocity) field in a reacting explosive and a

complete equation of state for the reactant-product

mixture, the decomposition history of the material

can be calculated by a direct analysis. Starting

with the pressure field, the particle-velocity,

density, and energy fields ara successively deter-

mined by integration of the fluid-dynamic conserva-

tion laws. These determinations, tha equation of

state, and the laws of thermodynamics are then used

to obtain the energy release and decomposition.

Such an analysis method was recently described by

.

.
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Cowperthwaite.
29

Our method appears somewhat dif-

ferent from Cawperthwaitefs, particularly in that we

do not use the “phase velocities” of Fowles and

Williams,30 but in this respect the two methods are
31actually equivalent.

The governing equations for our analysis are

those of mass, mcmentum, and energy conservation,

plus a thermodynamic relation between the rates of

change in pressure and density and the reaction

rate. In the appropriate Lagrangian form, the first

three relations are

3u-0 ,&_m_

ap
P&+fi=o ,

and

aE@P@=o ,
dt

where t and h are the independent time and space

ordinates, v = (l/p) the specific volume, and PO

the initial density. For our analysis, we have

chosen the thermodynamic relation of Kirkwcod and

Wood:32

1 ap ~af3_ ak—— -.— _
at P at ‘Z ‘

PC2

co -

where A is the degree of reaction, ranging from O

for the unreacted solid to I for complete decomposi-

tion. In general, both the frozen sound speed, c,

and the heat release parameter, u, must be deter-

mined from a complete P-v-E-A equation of state.

The first step in our direct analysis is to

construct the pressure fields, P(h,t), at different

times, by interpolating between the data obtained

at fixed space coordinates as a function of time.

Pressure gradients occurring after shock arrival

are then evaluated at several space coordinates as

a function of tim9, and the nmmentum equation is in-

tegrated to yield the particle veiocity. This can

be expressed formally as:

where the sub-j indicates values along a particle

path and the sub-2 indicates the value of the param-

eter at shock arrival. Having established the par-

ticle-velocity fields, velocity gradients are deter-

mined for several hj and the density fields are ob-

tained by integration of the continuity equation:

tl

Time derivatives of the density are aiso determined

from the continuity equation:

and (aP/at)i is evaluated directly from the pres-

sure-field construction.

Next, c and u must be determined from the as-

sumed equation of state and the calculated state

variables. In general, this requires specification

of E and A as well as the already-determined P and

P. The internal energy fieids are obtained by in-

tegrating the conservation relation:

tl tl

Oetermination of A requires that the entire anaiysis

be conducted by a stepping-ahead procedure, starting

at t = tl and A = O. At each step, the reaction

rate is

and the

ing the

In

calculated from the Kirkwood-Wood relation,

decomposition field is updated by integrat-

rate.

the example discussed below, we used a sim-

plifying assumption that made c and U functions of

pressure alone. Thus, calculation of the internal

energy and the stepping-ahead procedure were

unnecessary.

15



B. Assumptions, Approximations, and Calculation

of the Example

The resultsof Shots 7-7, -8, and -9, yielding

pressure-time profiles at h = O, 1.22, 1.92, and

3.95 mm, were the subject of our direct analysis.

These data (see Fig. 8) were adjusted to the same

initial density and input shock conditions, with

the latter parameters calculated from the projectile

velocity and the quartz and PETN Hugoniots described

in Sec. Il. We consider that a semi-infinite, homo-

geneous, 1.7-g/cm3 PETN sample is impacted with a

quartz warhead moving 0.44 mm/Usec. The pressure

Initlaily generated in the explosive is 16.5 kbar

and the particle and shock velocities are, respec-

tively, 0.33 and 2.94 mm/Vsec. The shocked density

is 1.915 g/cm3, the “bulk” temperature 370”K, and

the sound speed is 3.41 mm/ysec. The expected dis-

tance and time to detonation are 4.62 mm and 1.62

Bsec. We deduct 0.14 ~sec rlsetime from the pro-

Jectile-gauge record of Shot 7-9, and treat the

first 0.45 psec of the profile as constant, and let

the impact-face pressure increase thereafter accord-

ing to the recorded gauge pressure. Arbitrary ex-

trapolations of the gauge data were made as needed

to extend the measurement time to [.35 psec after

impact.

The principai assumptions, approximations, and

additional input used in the calculation were:

(a) The pressure histories at <nterwr pints

of the semi-infinite sample ?Je~e aaswmed to ba re-

Zated to the reflected-we pressures observed at

the corresponding PETN-target gauge interfaces by

the standard impadance-match aolutwn. The manner

of this determination is illustrated in Fig. 5,

where Pr represents the target-gauge observation

and Pb is the corresponding pressure in the semi-

infinite sampie. The impedance-match soiution was

calculated with the quartz Hugoniot and PETN equa-

tion of state given in Sec. ii, and it was found

that the proportionality

Pb = 0.606 Pr

fit the soiution to within 1% over the pressure

range of the data.

This assumption is the weakest of our entire

analysis, and has three debatabie implications.

First, Pr IS calculated aiong the singie-shock

Hugon lot. As iong as the actual process is aiong a

compression isentrope (as it wouid be for inerts)

approximation of the P - p state with the Hugoniot

usuaily does not produce serious error. However, as

reaction occurs the material state must deviate

from the Isentrope, and substantial error may be in-

troduced as the decomposition becomes extensive. A

second implication of this assumption is that the

increased pressure from the refiected wave does not

aiter the decomposition process; some justification

for this premise was given in Sec. iii. Finaily,

even If the target gauge did not introduce a re-

fiected shock, there is no argument to support the

assumed equivalence of behavior at an expiosive-

inert interface with that of an embedded mass point

with reacting materiai on both sides.

(b) A sero pressure gradient at the chock

frontws aseumed for the first 80% of the run to

detomtion. Justification for this assumption IS

inferred from the observed iack of buildup at the

shock front and the shock-change equation. 33 This

equation is:

)dp -Po
(U-U)U (awat)s - (1-u2) (awah)s

x-
S M2 + [poU/(dP/du)H]

where (dP/dh)S is the pressure chan9e at the. shock

front as it moves, the sub-S indicates that the par-

tial derivatives are evaiuated at the shock front,

the sub-H de~tes the derivative aiong the Hugoniot.

The Mach number, M = (U-u)/c, Is required to be iess

than unity by our equation of state. According to

the equation, zero pressure change with shock run

thus requires: a positive pressure gradient with

exothermic reaction (more specificaiiy, a positive

u), or endothermic reaction with a negative pres-

sure gradient, or that both the gradient and reac-

tion vanish at the front. Our observations provide

no evidence of a positive pressure gradient, and

endothermic reaction seems impiausibie; thus, we

have chosen the third alternative.

(c) The continuity of pressure and particle

Velocity acrose a contact surface and the quartz

&gonwt was used to calculate the impuct-face

.
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particle velocity. This simplification is not an

assumption, but rather embodies the approximation of

equating the compression isentrope for quartz with

its Hugoniot, which introduces trivial error. The

path F’l, UI to Pi, Ui in Fig. 5 illustrates the re-

lation of Impact-face particle velocity to the pro-

jectile-gauge pressure.

(d) The PETN state was conmkiered to always be

neur the Hugoniot, and the values ofpcz anda used

were calculated akmg this Zocus. This approxima-

tion makes pcz and u functions of pressure alone,

and permits the calculation of c from the equation

of state specified in Sec. Il. The heat release

parameter was determined from the relation: 32

AP r ArH
u=-+-

I?z

where Ar denotes the partial derivative with respect

to .! at constant pressure and temperature and [{ is

the specific enthalpy. To evaluate u, the heat of

decomposition, - API!, was assumed independent of P

and k, and equal to 62.7 kbar-cm3/g. 34
In estimat-

ing Arp, the decomposition of PETN was considered

Y

0.7

0.6

b

~05
a“

$

0.4

0.3

0.2

Fig.

as:*

C(CH20FK)2)4 + 4H20 + 4C02 + C

Hugonlot data on the condensed phase

tion product 35,37
provided estimates

sities at appropriate pressures, and

of each reac-

of their den-

ideal mixing

was assumed to obtain the overall reaction-product

densities. The calculated relations of ArP/P, U

and PC2 to shock pressure are shown in Fig. 12.

Simple graphical methods were used to follow

the analysis procedure described earlier. profiies

.
*This formulation of the reaction is approximately

that calculated in Ref. 35 for the “CJ composition”
of reaction products from the detonation of high-
density PETN. We consider it nmre appropriate for
the densities and temperatures of our example than:

C(CH20N02)4 + 4H20 + 3C02 + 2CX3+ 2!42 ,

ascited elsewhere?4$36 Useofthe latter decom-
position scheme increases o by about 10%.
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12.

obtained

in Figs.

Equation-of-state variables on the shock
Hugoniot for 1.7-g/cm3 PETN. The “bulk”
shock temperatures, O and 0’, are calcu-
lated as described in Sec. II and by the
simplified Griineisen form of Jacobson and
Fickett, respectively. As discussed in
Ref . 13, these temperatures are far too
low to effect the prompt initiation of
PETN. In the usua”l
sion (Ref. 38), the
orders of magnitude
calculated example.

+ 2N
2.

at various stages of

Arrhenius rate expres-
rates obtained are
below those of our

the

[3-a through -d and Fig.

of these results wil I be deferred

cal hydra calculation of the same

described.

analysis are shown

14-a. Discussion

until the numeri -

example is

c. Numerical Hydro Calculation of the Example

Jacobson and Fickett have calculated our ex-

ample with a one-dimensional numerical hydrocode,

using the same average initial conditions as we did

for Shots 7-7, -8, and -9. Their pETN solid equa-

tion of state was essentially that given in Sec. Il.

The gaseous reaction products were represented by a

polytropic gas equation of state, with a ratio of

specific heats of 2.9. Mixing of the solid and gas

phases was accomplished with a partial pressure

scheme.

A first order Arrhen

rate law:
y=z(,
at

us form was used for the

-k) e-e*/” .
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Z = 150 psec-l and O* = 3000°K were chosen to force

agreement with experiment.* The temperature, El!,

was calculated with a simplified “Grtineisen” form:

et = 3fJo + Jp+ 11.5 (p- PH) , (“K; P, PH in kbar)

where P and PH are, respectively, the mixture pres-

sure and pressure along the solid Hugoniot at the

appropriate specific volume. This formulation gives
35

an acceptable detonation temperature, but--as

seen in Fig. 12--gives Hugoniot temperatures OJIOO”K

higher than the calculation of Sec. II in the ZO-

to 70-kbar pressure region of our example.

‘Thermal initiation experiments cited in Ref. 38
qive Z = 6.3 x 1013 usec-l and 6* = 24.000”K. The
~rbitrary parameter.s’of Jacobson and Fickett give
rates much less sensitive to temperature and an un-
realistic rate at rcem temperature. Eoth sets of
coefficients yield the same 3.3-Wsec-1 rate at
i’85°K.

Results of the numerical hydro calculation are

shown in Figs. 13-e through -h and Fig. 14-b. Gmd

agreement with observation is seen in the pressure

profiles. Slightly large, but reasonable, values

for the time and distance to detonation were ob-

tained. The profiles generally are in agreement

with those from the direct analysis at times and

positions where data were actually obtained. The

differences in the calculations at later times could

have been reduced if steeper extrapolations of the

pressure-time profiles had been used In the direct

analysis.

For the time range covered by data, the numeri-

cal hydro calculation differs from observation pri-

marily in predicting a nmdest buildup of the shock

front during the first part of its run and an in-

crease of the impact-face pressure commencing at

time zero. Constraints commensurate with nonin-

creasing impact-face and shock pressures were im-

posed in the direct analysis. This produced
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“induction times” for the start of reaction, in con-

trast with the results of the numerical hydro anal-

ysis. As will be discussed later, the observed im-

pact-face and shock-front pressure behavior could

be due to a relaxation phenomenon unrelated or inci-

dental to the decomposition process. The addition

of some ccapensation for pressure relaxation to the

present reaction nmdel in the hydro calculation

would improve its agreement with observation. Sim-

ilarly, incluslon of a relaxation term in the

Kirkwood-Wood relation of the direct analysis could

alter the obtained extents of reaction and reaction

rates to more nearly resemble those obtained by

Jacobson and Fickett.

v. DISCUSSION

A. Some Conclusions and Comparisons fmm the

w

Although numerous approximations were used In

the anaiyses described In the previous section,

Figs. i3 and 14 provide at least a qualitative pic-

ture of the initiation behavior in the chosen exam-

ple. Both calculations show that decomposition be-

gins near the impact face. Jacobson and Fickettls

calculation shows mmplete reaction near the impact

face in less than 1.5 IIsec, and reasonable extrapo-

lation of the direct analysis gives complete impact-

face decomposition slightly before the 1.62-wsec

time to detonation. The reaction rates build to

moderate values (compared with 20 to 50 Usec-l in a

detonation wave in PETN), producing a pressure wave

that advances on the shock front. The shock front

itself has little or no buildup until it is over-

taken by the pressure wave, after which the transi-

tion to detonation is relatively abrupt. Particu-

larly with the numerical hydro treatment, the ini-

tiation behavior resembles that considered typical

of honngeneous explosives.

The pressure profiles from both calculations

resemble those attributed to Dremin as occurring in

the early stages of the buildup of pressed TNT,39

as based on his measurements of particle velocity
8with a magnetic probe. Dremints construction dif-

fers from our picture in that the initial shock

strengths represent a iarger fraction of the even-

tual detonation pressure (appropriate for the less

sensitive explosive), and the buildup of the shock

front pressure and the onset of detonation is a

more gradual process.

Craig and Marshall have performed free surface
10

velocity measurements and Kennedy has obtained

pressure-gauge measurements 11’12 on PBX-9404 with

shock conditions yielding initiation distances com-

parable to that of our example. The cofnparlson of

our results with the waveforms inferred from these

experiments is particularly interesting.

Mader was able to simulate Craig and Marshall’s

observations with reactive numerical hydro calcuia-

tionsfi” With the knowledge
41

that a relatively

gradual (compared with PETN) “single-curve build-
UP,,3,4

typifies the shock initiation of 9404, and

from observations of the early development of a pres-
fo

sure spike at the front, Mader chose to complete-

ly separate the reaction model producing the front

buildup from a “Dremin burn” which provides delaYed

energy release in the interior”of the sample. The

resulting calculated wave structures differ sub-

stantially from ours near the shock front. The

pressure-distance profiles in the region of Dremin

burn slightly resemble those of Fig. 13 and, with

proper adjustment of constants, the eMPirical for-

mulation of this rate mechanism probably couid be

made to reproduce the results on P~N quite

adequately.

Recently Kennedy has supplemented his front-

back experiments
II

on 9404 with manganin gauge

measurements of pressure profiles, and has used

these higher pressure data in deducing wave struc-

tures.
12

For the first half of the run to detona-

tion, his constructions closely resemble those of

Fig. 13. He believes that a pressure hump develops

near the shock front after about half of the run to

detonation, and provides the principal contribution

to its buildup. Accepted unequivocally, target-

gauge records as [n Shot 7-9 would indicate a sim-

ilar behavior In I .7-g/cm3 PETN, but with the pres-

sure hump occurring relatively late in the buildup.

Although our data are too sparse to demonstrate it,

the initiation behavior of 1.6-g/cm3 PETN might be

a much better analog to Kennedy’s picture of the

wave structures in 9404.

Jacobson and Fickett carried their numerical

hydro calculation of our example through the time

of detonation, and the direct analysis and wedge-

shot observations can also be examined to infer the

nature of the late stage of the buildup. Different

behaviors are implied by the two treatments.

.
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The relatively large amplitude of the following

wave developed in Jacobson and Fickettts calculation

produces the abrupt and drastic change of shock-

front pressure to account for its prompt buildup to

detonation. The whole process is satisfactorily

treated with the single rate law, suggesting that a

single mechanism dominates the buildup.

The direct analysis leads to a more complicated

interpretation. At late times, the calculated pres-

sure gradients are insufficient to account for the

rate of shock-front buildup, and relatively fast re-

action must start at the front, mre or less sponta-

neously. For example, use of the pressure change

and gradient at 1.35 Usec (see Fig. 13-a) in the

shock-change equation gives a reaction rate of NO.9

psec-l at the front, while immediately behind the

front, rates are much lower (see Fig. 14-a). It

might be argued that this higher rate is merely that

characteristic of the enhanced shock strength at

1.35 usec (N23 kbar, as opposed to the 16.5-kbar

initial shock strength). If so, one might expect a

wedge experiment with a 23-kbar input to build to

detonation in the 0.27-~sec time remaining to deto-

nation in our example. As formulated in Sec. 11, a

23-kbar input corresponds to a time to detonation

of 0.83 Bsec. This all suggests that a second mech-

anism effects the final buildup at the front.

With our present data, we would more readily

accept the simpler late-stage behavior calculated

by Jacobson and Fickett. As remarked before, the

differences In the two analyses arise from the mod-

est pressure changes in the early stages of the ex-

ample and from differences in extrapolations at

later times. We believe the early-time discrepan-

cies can be eliminated by the proper accounting of

stress relaxation effects; resolving the validity of

the extrapolations will require more measurements

using higher pressure diagnostics than we have ob-

tained with quartz gauges.

B. Pressure Relaxation Effect

A 1- to 2-kbar pressure relaxation was con-

sistently observed in our projecti Ie-gauge records.

It seems likely that the process causing this effect

at the impact face would also alter the pressure

immediately behind the shock wave. A complicated

competition of some relaxation process with mecha-

nisms that would contribute to the shock buildup,

such as overtaking pressure waves and reaction, may

wel I be responsible for the shock-front pressure” re-

maining essentially constant for so much of its dis-

tance of run to detonation. Possible causes of the

pressure relaxation are sluggish phase transitions

Involving sufficient denslfication or energy absorp-

tion, an initial endothermic stage to the reaction,

and the delayed collapse of voids in the pressing.

There is no known phase transition in PETN that

could be a source of the pressure relaxation. I so-

thermal, static compression data to 20 kbar give no

indication of a polymorphic transition at room tem-
42

perature. A disordered phase of PETN does ex-

ist:’ but it has been produced only in special
44

crystallization processes and is not likely to re-

sult from shock compression; furthermore, the rmdest

enthalpy increase and the positive specific volume

change of the transition would lead to an increase,

rather than a decrease, in observed pressure. The

calculated “bulk temperatures” at our typical shock

strengths are below that for melting PETN (z140”C

at atmospheric pressure), but certainly a portion of

explosive 1s heated beyond the melting temperature.

The heat of fusion of PETN, about 1.5 kbar-cm3/g,
44

would be sufficient for the observed pressure re-

laxation if the melting were extensive and if it

were a constant-volume process. Direct measurements

of this volume change of melting are not known, but

measurements of the pressure-temperature phase

1ine45 and the Clayperon-Classius relation indicate

about a 9% volume increase on melting. Again, the

melting transition would not lead to a pressure

decrease.

Craig has suggested that the pressure relaxa-

tion could manifest an initial endothermic stage of

the reaction,
41

and in the absence of knowledge of

the decomposition kinetics of PETN this explanation

must be a possibility. The accepted activation en-

ergy for PETN reaction (6.2 kbar-cm3/g)38 is ample

to be consistent with such a premise.

In an additional front-back shot, we observed

a similar impact-face pressure relaxation in a com-

parable experiment on an inert mockup (1.7-g/cm3

pressed ammonium sulfate) of PETN. This has led us

to believe that some mechanical property generic to

pressed solids, rather than a unique property of

PETN, is responsible for the relaxation. We propose

a relatively slow void collapse as the source of the

phenomenon. If some residual void fraction after
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the initial shock is assumed, and the bulk sound

speed Is used to estimate the density change associ-

ated with a pressure decrease, then, for example, a

1% reduction in void fraction would result In a 1.2-

kbar pressure change. Suitably large residual void

fractions in shocked material that had initial po-

rosltles of 4 to 5% seem quite plausible.

For our pressings, void dimensions would prob-

ably be of the order of 0.01 nxn and, If closed with

material moving at the free-surface velocities typi-

cal of our experiments, COI lapse would occur in

times an order of magnitude less than our observa-

tions show. However, if a sensible shear strength

is ascribed to the matrix material, the collapse
46

process is much slower, so that the %0.5-psec re-

laxation times we see are reasonable. Taylor and

Christianson have extended this model, noting that

the shear work on the solid material concentrated

at the void periphery would be converted almost en-

tirely Into heating the exploslve, thus inducing

its reactionfi6 We believe this process Is a like-

ly candidate for the hot-spot mechanism causing the

initiation of high-density PETN, and deserves fur-

ther theoretical examination.
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